
 
 

Dear Sirs, 
  

 OECD is right to set a min global CT rate to get round transfer 
pricing & jurisdictional / tax code arbitrage abuses, that do the R of 

I long-term reputational harm. In fact, the global move to a new 
min rate represents an opportunity for the R of I to elegantly sip 

from the shackles of an out dated policy. The US Co's that pay CT 
globally are valued on a myriad of factors of which after-tax cash-

flow is only one part. Any Co with an excessively low CT rate is 

likely to be viewed with suspicion in due course by investors. Most 
importantly, it is the growth in after tax after-tax cash flow along 

with operating margins that set investor decisions on which Co's to 
hold long-term. Just look at the share prices of high-return / high-

growth French cosmetics firms where the tax rate is in the high 
30's% bracket, as a concrete example of this effect. 

 

 Pillar One will set the bar for long-term reform - the cut-off should 

not leave Co's off that would be charged materially lower tax other 
than for the OECD move ie outside of the mandatory criteria there 

should be graduated min rates applied at (say) 95/90/85/80% of 
the 15% target as the thresholds reduce, to ensure Co's don't game 

the new regime (which would coincidentally set 12% as the lower 
minimum rate for this cohort !!!).  

  

 Pillar Two should allow look-through provisions where abusive 

transfer-pricing causes profit dumping in the lowest available tax 
country. This practise is clearly signalled by the profit her head ratio 

per country compared to the global group overall & is toxic to fair 
taxation to anyone willing to see it. 

 

  

Overall the OECD reform should be married to domestic CT reform to 

harmonise CT across all business activities whether via a Close Co or not 
including professional services & property unlike presently. The simplest 

was to impose tax rigour is to have min payable CT rate at (say) 15% 
irrespective of write-off's / Capital Allowances etc meaning that such 

excess claims are deferred to the future when / if they are utilised, 
otherwise the Co pays at the 15% min rate each year across the board. 



This would simplify the tax code while guaranteeing yield for the State to 
pay for services these Co's & personnel consume.      
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